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Goal of this talk

The goal of this talk is to make note of some of the technical
“innards” of CosmoSIS that might not be obvious at first glance,
especially those that will help users (and contributors!) be better
aware of how things “hang together”.

This should help everyone make the best use of what is available.



High-level organization of CosmoSIS

Modifiable parts of CosmoSIS are delivered through several git
repositories (boxes below, grey ones are hypothetical).
Non-modifiable installed products are delivered in binary form.
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Sharing of code

I cosmosis: the core libraries: provides the ‘cosmosis’
executable, and the infrastructure with which user-written
physics modules interact

I cosmosis-standard-library: a library of physics modules that
includes some 3rd-party code, which we have been given
permission to redistribute; make note of the attribution
features of the framework. We would like the workshop
participants to become contributors to the CSL.

I potentially, any number of additional repositories: just clone
the repository into a directory under cosmosis/, tweak the
makefile, and use our make flags in your building to assure
compatibility.



Supported 3rd party codes

We deliver compatible versions of

I CAMB
I Planck
I WMAP7
I WMAP9

Each required some tweaking to build in a manner compatible with
the rest of CosmoSIS.

Each has a unique build system which we have so far kept largely
intact.

All their source codes are available through the repository, so they
can be modified by knowledgeable users.



Supplying basic software tools

Underlying the CosmoSIS software are many software tools:

I The GNU Compiler Collection (gcc, g++, gfortran)
I cfitsio, fftw, gsl, lapack, mpich, sqlite
I Python, nose, NumPy, SciPy, pyfits, pyyaml

These products carry many dependencies: building a consistent set
is nontrivial; some products require significant patching to make it
possible.
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The key to software product management: compatibility

The main issue is assured binary compatibility.

I We are leveraging a system used by most current Fermilab
experiments (UPS) to manage sets of related software.

I The setup-cosmosis script uses UPS commands to activate
the appropriate versions and binary variants of the software
products in use

I The stringent control over versioning is what is needed to
assure compatibility

I Fortran and C++ objects compiled with different compilers, or
compiler flags are not sure to be compatible

I C objects do not share this delicateness
I Anything that depends upon a Fortran- or C++-built dynamic

library shares the same delicateness



Supported operating systems: the underlying platform

For the basic software installation to work, we must rely upon a
stable lower level: the underlying platform.

I We rely upon some pre-installed utilities: curl, git, etc. These
are used to begin the bootstrapping process.

I We never replace any system facility: the setup-cosmosis script
establishes an environment in which new facilities are active,
but a new shell session will find the old facilities still present.

$ gcc --version
Configured with: --prefix=/Applications/Xcode.app/Contents/Developer/usr --with-gxx-inc
lude-dir=/usr/include/c++/4.2.1
Apple LLVM version 5.1 (clang-503.0.40) (based on LLVM 3.4svn)
Target: x86_64-apple-darwin13.1.0
Thread model: posix
$ source config/setup-cosmosis
(cosmosis) $ gcc --version
gcc (GCC) 4.8.2
Copyright (C) 2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions.  There is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.


